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Outlet Substitution Bias

• A price index problem originally studied in the context of 
warehouse stores (e.g., Costco) 
– BLS price indexes are slow to bring in new outlets that 

provide good and services at a lower price

• This lag imparts an upward bias that overstates the PCE 
deflator by about .1 percentage point per year, and 
understates the growth of real PCE by the same amount

• Recent developments likely exacerbate the bias
– New ways to provide retail services:  Amazon, eBay

– Continuing growth of the Sharing Economy
• UBER and other alternatives to traditional taxis

• AirBnB and other alternatives to temporary lodging
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Outline

• What do we know about the outlet substitution 
problem?

– Problem is not well understood

• What did we learn from studying ridesharing 
services in New York City?

– There’s no consensus on how to address the problem

– Challenging data requirements

• Need granular data that allows comparisons of identical goods 
across outlets

– A BLS-type index does not always overstate “true” price 
growth 
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Outlet substitution bias:  
rides on each route are perfect substitutes

Proute, uber

Proute, taxi

Assume

• Consumers view rides on a 

taxi identical to one with uber

• Prices of route are unchanged 

but route at uber cost less

• 100 rides taken per week

• As people switch to buying 

route at uber, spending on 

route falls.

A superlative index of the two types of 

rides:

• Shows no price change

• Deflated spending falls

A Unit value index that treats the two types 

of rides as perfect substitutes:

• Shows price decline, reflecting the fact that 

route are getting cheaper

• Deflated spending remains at 100 

Note:

• Changing weights does not fix the problem

• Empirically, most studies have used settings 

where the price of the new option is lower, so 

that the bias is positive.
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What if rides on each route are imperfect 
substitutes?

Instead of perfect substitutes, what if consumers view the two types of 

route as “broadly comparable items” or as differentiated goods?  

In that case, the target index is a quality-adjusted unit value index that 

tracks the change in a unit value:   (DeHaan): 

Quality adjusted unit value (QAUV) = 

ρroute, taxiQroute, taxi+ ρ route, uberQroute, uber

________________________________________________

Qroute, taxi + Qroute, uber

where: ρ i,j = Ρi,j / λ i,j , 

and  λ i,j ‘s represent quality differences across types of rides



What if quality is not observed?

One option is to use a perfect substitutes index

Unit values:  

PQroute, taxi+ PQroute, uber

UVroute = ---------------------------------

Qroute, taxi + Qroute, uber

Price relatives:

PRELt,t-1
route= UVt

route/UVt-1
route

Aggregation:

Fisher
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Calculate unit values for each 

route, dividing total spending 

(from all types of rides) by 

number of rides

Form price relatives for each 

route

Aggregate over routes using a 

superlative index formula



Relationship between the perfect substitutes 
and target indexes
• Perfect substitutes index assumes 

– All rides are equal quality

– Quality does not change over time

• If the diffusion of UBER rides is driven by 
heterogeneous riders upgrading assessments of the 
quality of UBER rides, then it can be shown that:

– Perceived quality increases over time, and

– The perfect substitute index provides an upper bound to 
the target QAUV index

• We can check this in the data
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What do we know about the bias?

• Nakamura, Diewert, Greenlees, Nakamura, and Reinsdorf (2014) 
defined the bias as the difference in 

– a Laspeyres index for prices of the traditional good and 

– a unit value index that included both goods

• The bias has two components
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Coverage of rides Calculation of price change Components of bias

Taxis only Laspeyres index of taxi prices
(BLS-type index)

Taxis and UBER Laspeyres index of taxis and 
UBER prices

Taxis and UBER Unit value index for all rides 
(perfect substitute index)

Representativeness 

bias, could go either 

way

Sourcing 

Substitution Bias, 

typically positive



Illustrate these issues using data for 
UBER and taxi rides in NYC

• UBER enters market 
in 2011 in NYC, and 
grows rapidly 

• In the US, UBER rides 
are often less costly 
than traditional rides

• Prior is that shifts to 
UBER will impart an 
upward bias to a BLS-
type index.  
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Data:  Pulling together our ride-level dataset

Information on rides:

– Counts for the universe of rides by route and time of day in the publicly available 
from New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC).  

Information on pricing:

• For taxis,  TLC also provides information on ride-level prices

• For UBER:  

– We obtain ride-level prices for a sample of 15 million ride-share trips from SLICE 

– We construct sampling weights by merging that sample with TLC information for the 
universe of 540 million trips
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How do we define routes:  taxi zones



Surge pricing requires special handling
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• In periods and locations 
where demand for rides 
outstrips the number of 
available UBER drivers, 
UBER applies a surge 
multiplier (increases the 
price of the ride) to 
increase the supply of 
drivers. 

• Examples are large events 
like rock concerts and  
sports events. 

• Multipliers can be quite 
large 

Source:  Cohen, P. et al (2016) USING BIG DATA TO ESTIMATE CONSUMER SURPLUS: THE CASE OF UBER  

NBER Working Paper 22627 http://www.nber.org/papers/w22627

http://www.nber.org/papers/w22627


How do we handle surge periods in our indexes?

• We assume that waiting times for taxi rides are 
potentially very long during surge periods, in 
which case one could argue that taxi vs UBER rides 
are not the same 

– If different good, track prices separately and form a 
weighted average of those price changes to get index

• During non-surge periods, one could argue that 
travel and waiting times for the same route are 
similar for taxi vs UBER rides 

– Use the perfect substitutes index in this case
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How do we identify surge status in the data?

• Recall, we know when and where all rides occurred 
from the TLC data.

• For each route, rides are grouped into 30-minute 
time periods for each taxi.

• We use the SLICE sample to identify periods/routes 
where surge pricing was used and flag those 
periods/routes in the data.  

– We observe SURGE status for about 80% percent of rides, 
and those rides appear to represent more than 80% of 
spending.   
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The resulting prices for Taxi vs UBER rides 
make sense
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Comparison of average prices matched by route with and 

without multipliers. Orange line indicates when taxi rides 

cost the same as UBER. With multipliers applied to pricing, 

UBER costs on average exceed competing taxis on the 

same route



Can we view the perfect substitute index as an 
upper bound to the target QAUV index?

Comparison of changes in price and growth in market share.  

Growth in UBER’s market share appears unabated by sharp 

increases in price.  This is consistent with notion that shifts towards 

UBER are driven by riders’ upgrading their assessment of the 

quality of UBER rides, not by shifts towards the lower-priced 

option, in which case the perfect substitute index provides an 

upper bound to the target QAUV index.  10/7/2020
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During non-surge periods, price growth for taxis 
is very different than that for UBER
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Over the entire period, UBER prices rise at an average 

3.9% CAGR while taxi prices rise only 2.1%. This 

suggests that the representativeness bias could be 

negative.  
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Components of overall bias for non-surge 
periods
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Representativeness bias is negative, 

mirroring price patterns in taxi vs UBER.

An index that ignores UBER rises only 

2.1% CAGR, whereas including UBER 

yields measured price growth of 2.7% 

CAGR.

Sourcing substitution bias is positive, 

as expected.  The unit value perfect 

substitute index shows slower price 

growth (1.9% CAGR) than one that treats 

the rides as different goods (2.7% 

CAGR).  This provides an upper bound to 

the sourcing bias.  
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Overall Bias for non-surge periods
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• On balance, price growth over 

the entire period is very similar 

and the differences go in the 

expected direction:  BLS-type vs 

Unit Value indexes price growth 

is 2.1% vs 1.9% CAGR.

• However, from 2016Q4 to 

2017Q4, the differences go the 

other way:  BLS-type vs unit 

value is 1.0% vs 1.7% CAGR.  
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Folding in surge periods doesn’t change much.

Folding in surge periods, movement in the resulting 

preferred index is dominated by movements in the 

perfect substitutes index for non-surge rides. 
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Summary and Next Steps

• Using a perfect substitutes index assess biases 
to a BLS-type index, we find that the bias in is 
not always positive

– Representativeness bias can be important

• Consider alternative methods

• Expanding to national coverage, we are 
considering ways to approximate bias using 
more-aggregate data 
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Thank you!
Ana.Aizcorbe@bea.gov


